
2022
5th Grade Summer Reading

5th grade Summer Reading will include 2 books.

1. Number the Stars by Lois Lowry

2. The Secret Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett

Project 1: Number the Stars

The Star of David has six points and is composed of two intersecting triangles. The symbol

has represented the Jewish people throughout centuries.  For this activity you will use the

Star of David as the center of a story web to represent an overview of Number the Stars.

Construct a Star of David using two equilateral triangles. You may cover them with foil or

paint them gold. Overlap them to form a Star of David. Glue the triangles together.

Attach your star to the center of your half sized  poster board. You will build your story

web around your Star of David.

In the center of the star, write the title and author of the story. At each of the six

points write a paragraph for each of the six elements listed on the attached chart. Be

sure to include evidence from the story to support your ideas. Also, add drawings of some

characters, symbols, or scenes from the book.  Research why the symbol of Star of David

is used by Jewish people and add it to your project.

Setting Paragraph

Character Conflict paragraph

Paragraph

Plot Paragraph Resolution Paragraph

Connections Paragraph



Project 2: The Secret Garden

1. Create a map of Misselthwaite Manor and the surrounding area mentioned in The
Secret Garden. Use a half sized poster board to make your map. The map must

include:

● Title and author

● Colored scenes with labeled areas

● Include a paragraph for each of the 6 elements on the attached chart: Setting,

Characters, Plot, Conflict, Resolution, Connections. Place them where you think is

most appropriate on the map according to the story.

● Be sure to make it colorful.

2. Plant any kind of seed you wish this summer in a portable flower pot. Be sure to

allow it time to grow before school starts. Give it the care it needs. Bring it to

school on September 2 with your project to add to our 5th Grade Secret Garden.

P.S. It’s OK if it doesn’t look great or dies for some reason before school ! Bring it in

anyway. That’s part of gardening! You won’t lose any points.

Both projects are due Friday, Sept 2, 2022.



SIX STORY ELEMENTS CHART

Setting

Describe the setting in your book.

(Setting includes the time and

the place).  Illustration must be

on the poster board.

Character

Name three main characters from your

novels and their roles in the story.

Compare and Contrast one of the

characters to yourself.  Write a

paragraph using evidence from the

story to support your answers.

(Character trait similarities and

difference

Plot

List five main events in the

plot.  Describe the plot and list

the important page number or

numbers where your evidence

can be found

Conflict

This is the challenge facing the

main characters.  The

conflict/problem drives the

action in the plot.  What is the

main problem the characters are

facing in the story?

Resolution

How is the problem or conflict

resolved?  Include page number(s) to

support your answer.

Connections

Did something in the story

remind you of something in your

own life or another book, or the

world?  Share your connection

in a short paragraph.  Your

paragraph should include the

words:

The part of the story when

______ reminds me of_____.


